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The wheels in my head are turning | WordReference Forums
"My relationship with Lanny is none of your business."She
could see the wheels turning in his stubborn head. He thought
more than ever that.
John Lennon - Watching The Wheels Lyrics | SongMeanings
(Fig. on a car that is running but is not moving because its
wheels are spinning in mud, etc.) I'm just spinning my wheels
in this job. I need more training to get.
The wheels in my head are turning | WordReference Forums
"My relationship with Lanny is none of your business."She
could see the wheels turning in his stubborn head. He thought
more than ever that.
Spin wheels - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
Definition of the wheels are turning in the Idioms Dictionary.
the wheels are turning phrase. What does the See also:
turning, wheel We need to keep the wheels turning with this
project or we're not going to make the January deadline.
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Feifei thinks he's writing Not My Wheels same old thing - but
what's writing got to do with reinventing a wheel? Song
Meaning I'm not sure if anyone's mentioned this already, but
when Lennon wrote the "watching shadows on the wall" bit I'm
sure he must be referring to See My Mind "Allegory of the
Cave". I see many people struggling and fighting so hard for
the things they think they need, the things they believe will
define and complete them, and yet I feel no need to struggle
so hard for things that ultimately mean so little.
Loginnowtotelluswhatyouthinkthissongmeans.Rob'sveryexpensiveshirt
Learn the phrase Helen needs to describe the headache her
mobile phone company is causing. Someone's here to tell you
you're in financial trouble. Letter to the System.
Lennonandquiteafewothersdid.Here'sanexpressionforwhenpeoplehidebe
for your post. Let's have a look.
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